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When Fast Company launched its Most Innovative Companies coverage in
early 2008, the two most valuable businesses in the world were energy firms
Exxon Mobil and PetroChina. The companies that we chose to highlight instead: Google and Apple. We believed these businesses represented the future
of our economy and our culture. Today, of course, they command the highest
valuations—even as they continue to drive change.
The word innovation is often tossed around casually, as if every enterprise,
every initiative, can embody a combination of insight, creativity, and execution that delivers extraordinary impact.
It just doesn’t work that way.
True innovation is hard, and rare. It requires diligence and a dedication to
risk-taking, to speed-of-action, to resilience. While the fruits of innovation
show themselves in flourishes of glory, the behind-the-scenes actions that
catalyze such flourishes are largely hidden—and challenging to replicate.
Fortunately, in the decade since our first Most Innovative Companies coverage, the appreciation for true innovation has grown. All around the globe,
businesses big and small recognize that standing still is no longer an option,
and that they must move if they want to remain relevant. At Fast Company,
we have moved with them, our coverage now spanning dozens of industry-,
theme-, and country-specific lists. What defines a “fast company” is always
evolving. Meanwhile, the threshold for what is special enough to merit attention has become ever more demanding.
With the breadth of innovation expanding, our research process has been
expanding as well—tapping into new sources, new data sets; identifying new
patterns. In that vein, we have instituted an application process for organizations that wish to be considered for Most Innovative Companies designation.
While the ultimate decision and discretion will continue to reside with our
editorial team, this will widen the candidate pool to reflect today’s expanding
innovation efforts across the business landscape.
We welcome your submissions. The information that follows offers further
details about our coverage and its impact on honorees, our selection methodology, and what applicants can expect.
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5 REASONS TO APPLY TO
BECOME A WORLD’S
MOST INNOVATIVE
COMPANY IN BUSINESS
Fast Company’s annual survey of the world of
innovation has become the premier chronicle of the
businesses inventing the future today. This is the
first time we’re inviting submissions. Here’s why
you should apply:

1. BRAND EXPOSURE
All of the industry top 10 lists
will be featured in
the magazine (a
monthly readership
of 725,000), and
will launch on
FastCompany.com
(more than 12
million monthly
unique visitors and
more than 40 million page views).
2. RECOGNITION
As part of this
community, there
is year-round recognition of your
organization’s
achievements.
Executives will
be considered for
speaking opportunities at Fast Company events and
exclusive invitations to influenceronly parties and
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networking. There
could even be opportunities to host
Fast Company influencers at your
innovative space.
3. CREDIBILITY
If you are named
to an industry list,
your company will
receive a verified
company page on
FastCompany.com
that we will invite
you to keep us up to
date on. It includes
a brief history
of your company
as well as important statistics and
milestones.

4. AT TR ACT &
K EEP TA LENT
Public recognition
of the team that
makes your organization a Most Innovative Company
helps with recruitment and retention
of top talent.
5. COMPETITIVE
A DVA N TAGE/
FUNDRAISING
The charts on
pages 10 and 11
show the halo effect that being
named to the Most
Innovative Companies list can have,
particularly with
fundraising and
M&A. In addition,
the public recognition of being on
one of our industry
lists can be a boost
for product sales
and marketing.

MIC Onstage
From left: Fast Company executive
editor Noah Robischon, Warby
Parker co-CEOs Dave Gilboa and
Neil Blumenthal, Donors Choose
CEO Charles Best, Birchbox CEO
Katia Beauchamp, Walker &
Company CEO Tristan Walker, and
former Etsy CEO Chad Dickerson
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In Print
From left: BuzzFeed in
2013; Sama Group in
2016—since appearing on
the list, it has become a
self-sustaining nonprofit;
Warby Parker in 2015

LIFE
AFTER
MIC
What happens after you’re
recognized as one of the
World’s Most Innovative
Companies? Seven leaders
tell their stories.

“When so much
“Being recognized
of business
as one of Fast
news these days
Company’s Most
describes a race
Innovative Comto the bottom, the
panies is an inInnovation Issue
credibly powerful
creates a race
honor that we’ve
enjoyed celebrating to the top among
with our team and, companies with
products and
frankly, one that
we leverage to rein- services that are
changing the
force our efforts to
way we live. It
build a culture
challenges us to
centered around
push past our curinnovation.”
rent capabilities
—Dave Gilboa
as an organization
Cofounder and co-CEO,
Warby Parker (MIC honoree
and strive to
2016, 2015, 2014)
innovate and do
better every day.”
—Neil Blumenthal
Cofounder and co-CEO,
Warby Parker (MIC
honoree 2016, 2015, 2014)

“It is an honor to be
included in Most
Innovative Companies for the past
two years alongside cutting-edge
organizations that
are shaping the
future of business. Constant innovation is part of
Casper’s DNA that
propels our mission of continually
elevating the customer experience.”
—Philip Krim
Cofounder and CEO, Casper

“Being named one
“BuzzFeed started
“We are honored
of the World’s Most as a few people try- that Fast Company
Innovative Coming to understand
has recognized
panies by Fast
why things spread
our commitment
Company in 2011
on the internet and to “Innovation for
and again in 2015
has grown into a
Everyone” and
fortified the imglobal company
its rapid dissemipact that Rent the
that connects peonation to people
Runway has had on ple and impacts
around the world.
the global fashion
culture around
Since Fast Comindustry. We inthe world every
pany published the
troduced clothing
day. Being named
news in February,
rental as a mainamong Fast Comwe have launched
stay in women’s
pany’s Most Innotwo smartphones—
lives, and since
vative Companies
Mi 6 and Mi Max
being honored we
was an incredibly
2—and we are conhave pioneered
proud, validating
stantly expanding
the concept of how
moment for us—
our range of smartwomen think about it’s a great honor to home products,
their wardrobes by
earn that recogniwearables, and
placing the closet
tion in a time when other accessories.”
in the cloud.”
so many compa—Wang Xiang
nies are transform- Senior vice president, Xiaomi
—Jennifer Hyman
(MIC honoree 2017, 2015,
ing the way we
Cofounder and CEO,
2014, 2013)
Rent the Runway (MIC honoree
live, work, and
2015, 2011)
connect.”
—Jonah Peretti
Founder and CEO, BuzzFeed
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“Fast Company has
an expansive perspective on disruptive companies
across all industries, so it means
a great deal for
them to acknowledge Birchbox and
our impact on
e-commerce. In
the early years,
we were recognized for breaking through and
creating a new
consumer and
business value
proposition.
Since then we’ve
evolved significantly, expanding
to serve millions
of customers in six
countries.”
—Katia Beauchamp
Cofounder and CEO, Birchbox
(MIC honoree 2016, 2013)
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The Top 10s
Industry lists
appear in book
and online.

HOW TO WRITE A
SUCCESSFUL MIC
APPLICATION
So, you think what you’re doing is innovative.
Maybe it is! Now you stand on the precipice of telling
Fast Company why you deserve to be recognized as
one of the World’s Most Innovative Companies. Here’s
how to think about articulating the best possible case
for your company.

1. IDENTIFY YOUR
INNOVAT ION BUCK E T
Fast Company takes an expansive view of what constitutes innovation.
Product innovation:
We’re happy to celebrate
a successful new entrant
in the market that serves
a previously unmet need,
such as new lifesaving
drugs from Gilead Sciences or Casper’s mattresses and bedding.
Business-model
innovation:
Warby Parker introduced
try-before-you-buy to eyewear and has led the way
in marrying real-world retail with e-commerce.
Strategic innovation:
HBO developed its own
direct-to-consumer
streaming service, HBO
Now, which gave it leverage against both its traditional cable-TV partners
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and created new business
opportunities for itself. A
subset of strategic innovation is having a brilliant
and effective acquisition
strategy. A few years ago,
Disney’s purchase of Marvel was so bold and smart
that we included it on MIC
just for that big bet.
Creative innovation:
We gave the nod to the ad
agency 72andSunny for
breaking through the clutter with great work in a
variety of media for clients
ranging from Starbucks
to Activision to Google.
Sometimes, of course, an
innovation hits several of
these notes or belongs in a
category we haven’t mentioned here.

2. FOCUS ON A
PROJECT
Tell us about a particular
initiative. It’s not enough
merely to state that your
product or strategy is

innovative. The key is to
isolate the novelty in what
you’re doing and delineate
how and why it’s different
from what’s come before.

3. BE CONCISE YET
DESCRIPTIVE
We are not accepting attachments of any kind, including presentation decks
or visuals. The more detail
you can provide in the
space allotted, the greater
the case can be made for
your innovation. What
makes you most excited
when you think about
what you’ve developed?
What are the features of
what you’re doing that
your customers are buzzing about, either in communicating back to you or
among themselves?

4. SHARE YOUR
COMPLETED WORK
If you’re an architecture
firm, finished buildings
will garner more attention
than those in the planning
stage. If you’re a pharmaceutical company, an FDAapproved drug matters
more than a promising
clinical trial. In-progress
ideas will certainly be considered, but completing
the work counts.

5. CHOOSE YOUR
STR ATEGIC W E A PON
Technology is transforming every aspect of our
world. How are you using
it to get a leg up on competitors? Or perhaps good
design is your strategic
instrument to best rivals.
How have you designed
a more engaging user
experience to succeed?

Similarly, sustainability or
“corporate responsibility”
can be powerful tools to
use business as a force for
good. How are you leading
the way and driving the
debate around workplace
culture or being a steward
of the earth’s resources?

6 . M A K E I T T I M E LY
Most Innovative Companies is not a lifetime
achievement award. You
need to cite a fresh innovation. That said, we
certainly understand that
not every company happens to have its achievements and the impact of
those innovations sync up
within the same calendar
year. Ground your case
in something from this
year. The innovation you’re
spotlighting could have
happened in 2015 or even
2012, but perhaps this is
the year we really saw it
break through. Or perhaps
you made crucial enhancements to the major
initiative you introduced
last year that elevated it to
a new level of success.

7. C O N S I D E R T H E
IMPACT AND THE
INNOVAT ION
We judge companies on
a sliding scale of impact
and innovation. Some
company’s innovations
are so bold that they don’t
need to show massive impact just yet. In our 2017
edition, we included admittedly early-stage companies such as Simplify
Networks and Cheddar
because we felt that the
problems they were
solving—access to wireless

data and making financial
news more accessible to
younger audiences—were
important. They both hit
upon issues that were very
much relevant in the culture, and given their novel
approaches, we moved
ahead. In other instances,
it’s the result of previous
efforts that wins the day,
such as TaskRabbit achieving profitability in a market (on-demand services)
where profitability has
proved elusive.

8. CONNECT
THE DOTS
First, we want to see how
your business has been
positively affected by the

innovation. You need to
show how your company
has generated more revenue and profit than it
would have without introducing this initiative.
Remember: Be specific!
Beyond that, you improve
your case if you show how
your innovations are impacting your industry. Are
other companies adopting aspects of your model
to sell themselves? (e.g.,
“We’re the Warby Parker
of shoes.”) Did Facebook
or Google launch a feature
to compete against you?
Similarly, what kind of
larger societal impact can
you point to as evidence
of your business and its

innovations resonating
widely? For example, in
the past several years,
Uber and GoFundMe first
emerged as candidates
for MIC when we noticed
people using the company name as a verb and
noun, symbolizing these
services being woven into
cultural conversation. Is
everyone talking about
artificial intelligence,
mindfulness, or e-sports
because of what your
company is doing?

9. FRAME YOUR
STORY IN A LARGER
CONTEXT
It’s important to consider
innovation in the larger

context of the year’s
events. We love a good
story and a surprising,
perhaps unsung, contributor that’s shaping the
future. As cybersecurity
concerns have grown in
society, it’s driven our
attention to companies
seeking to ameliorate
that anxiety. Silent Circle,
which makes the secure
Blackphone, and Open
Whisper Systems, which
developed the secure
messaging service Signal,
have been featured as part
of MIC in the past several
years for that very reason.
Perhaps the big story is
merely what’s happening in your industry. If

biocomputing is transforming health care,
let’s say, how is your
company participating in
and, ideally, leading that
movement?

10. LESS IS MORE
We know this is counterintuitive, but trust us: Focus on the thing that best
reflects how your company approaches innovation rather than rattling
off a laundry list of initiatives. If you feel compelled
to include everything you
did this year, you may
weaken the case for the
most notable things you
achieved. Bring your biggest ideas to life.
FastCompany.com/apply 9
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MIC BY
THE
NUMBERS

In the history of Most Innovative Companies, many honorees
have seen the distinction help create significant momentum
for their business. Here, select highlights of how MIC set the
stage for meaningful financial milestones.

Most Innovative Companies can position your business for a significant acquisition by the likes of Google, Facebook, and Samsung.
25

WHATSAPP
(Featured 2014)
Acquired by Facebook,
February 2014
Price: $21.8 billion

(In billion
dollars)

LIFE
TECHNOLOGIES
(Featured 2012)
Acquired by
Thermo Fisher
Scientific, April 2013
Price: $13.6 billion

20

HARMAN
(Featured
2016)
Acquired by
Samsung,
November
2016
Price:
$8 billion

5

NEST
(Featured
2013)
Acquired by
Google,
January 2014
Price:
$3.2 billion

ITA
SOFTWARE
(Featured
2010)
Acquired by
Google,
July 2010
Price:
$700 million
ZAPPOS
(Featured
2009)
Acquired
by Amazon,
July 2009
Price:
$1.2 billion

KIVA
SYSTEMS
(Featured
2012)
Acquired
by Amazon,
March 2012
Price:
$775 million

CASPER
(Featured 2017)
Raised $75 million to $100 million,
May 2017

PAYTM
(Featured 2017)
Raised $1.4 billion,
May 2017

WARBY PARKER
(Featured 2015)
Raised $100 million,
March 2015

DJI
(Featured 2015)
Raised $75 million,
May 2015

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

$500 million

undisclosed

$500 million

undisclosed

$1 billion

15

10

How being included in Fast Company’s Most Innovative Companies can help fuel fundraising

TUMBLR
(Featured
2013)
Acquired
by Yahoo,
May 2013
Price:
$1.1 billion

VIRGIN
AMERICA
(Featured
2015 and
2016)
Acquired
by Alaska
Airlines,
April 2016
Price:
$4 billion

ZULILY
(Featured
2015)
Acquired
by QVC,
August 2015
Price:
$2.4 billion

$7 billion

$1.2 billion

$8 billion

DIDI CHUXING
(Featured 2017)
Raised $5.5 billion,
April 2017

SLACK
(Featured 2016)
Raised $200 million,
April 2016

WEWORK
(Featured 2015)
Raised $433.93 million,
June 2015

FLIPKART
(Featured 2015)
Raised $700 million,
July 2015

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

$34 billion

$2.8 billion

$5 billion

$11 billion

$50
billion

$3.8
billion

$15
billion

$10 billion

ROBINHOOD
(Featured 2016 and 2017)
Raised $110 million,
April 2017

DIDI CHUXING
(Featured 2016)
Raised $4.5 billion,
June 2016

SLACK
(Featured 2015)
Raised $160 million,
April 2015

AIRBNB
(Featured 2014)
Raised $475 million,
April 2014

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

undisclosed

$13 billion

$1.12 billion

$2.5 billion

$1.3 billion

$28 billion

$2.8 billion

$10 billion

PELOTON
(Featured 2017)
Raised $325 million,
May 2017

SOFI
(Featured 2016)
Raised $500 million,
February 2017

STRIPE
(Featured 2015)
Raised $100 million,
July 2015

XIAOMI
(Featured 2014)
Raised $1.1 billion,
December 2014

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

How its valuation changed:

undisclosed

$3.2 billion

$3.5 billion

$10 billion

$1.25 billion

$4.3
billion

$5 billion

$44 billion

0
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APPLICATION
FACTS
1

Take time to tell your story, draft, and proofread your entries
offline before entering them into our online application. You can
download a PDF of the entry form here (https://fastcompany.swoogo.
com/mic/form). Ready to apply? Go here (https://fastcompany.com/
swoogo/mic).

2

Focus on innovations with impact during the entry period, from September 2016 to September 2017. The application deadline is 9/7/17.

3

Winners are selected by the editors of Fast Company. Entries will
remain confidential and will not be shared with third parties.

4

For some inspiration, you can see coverage of last year’s 150 winners
here (fastcompany.com/most-innovative-companies/2017) and a
sample application here (https://fastcompany.swoogo.com/mic/
sampleapplication).

5

Category selection is for general guidance. Our editors may choose a
different category if the entry wins. Categories are subject to change
as per editorial discretion.

6

You may submit multiple nominations for the same organization
highlighting different innovations.

7

The entry fee is $400 until 8/17/17, $750 thereafter. The fee is
collected when the entry is submitted online. All major credit cards
are accepted. Billing is available upon request for firms entering
multiple nominations.

8

This is an international awards program, open to companies
from around the world. We do request that entries are submitted
in English.

9

Fast Company editors may follow up with you during the vetting process. This is not an indication of selection. Honorees will be notified
on or before the week of 2/12/2018.

10

Reach out if you have questions—we are happy to help. Just email us
at micapplications@fastcompany.com.
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